
Ramon Rodriguez is achieving with each of his new and frequent releases, a place

in the heart of many. If we were pleased by the freshness and light of his second

album, "La dimensión desconocida" (BCore, 09), this new release in the shape of

a 12" EP will show us his darkest side. Three new songs amongst their best mate-

rial and three covers for the B-Side. "La mesa redonda", "Cuaresma" and

"Nemesis II" are new pieces of his own particular universe of delusion, frustra-

tion, personal redemption and deep self-counsciousness. The three covers: "Te

debo un baile" by his labelmates Nueva Vulcano (he had already covered "Mano

izquierda" by them, in a true act of admiration), twisted into a moody waltz;

"M'agradaria ser un lemur" by catalan cult-songwriter Estanislau Verdet, and the

naked version of another catalan classic like Lluis Llach and his "Que tinguem

sort", recorded by Ramon himself in his room, with almost no production and a

beautiful minimalism. All of these songs conform the perfect appendix to "La

dimensión desconocida", as his previous 10-inch EP "La invasión de los

Ultracuerpos" did to his debut "A propósito de Garfunkel" (BCore, 08). Beautiful

melodies and classy arrangements and amongst all, precious lyrics, direct, sin-

cere, transparent and smart.

As in his previous efforts, the illustrations by Martin Romero give this magical fan-

tasy touch to his music, while the musical team, formed by producers Santi Garcia

and Ricky Falkner and performers Ricky Lavado (Standstill) on drums, Victor

Garcia (The Unfinished Sympathy, Jeremy Enigk) also on drums, Ricky Falkner

(Standstill) on bass, Pablo Garrido (Sanpedro) on the electric guitar, Marc Prats

(Madee) on keyboards and a duo of violins complete the prefect line-up for his

amazing songs.

Tracklist:

1. La Mesa Redonda

2. Cuaresma

3. Némesis II

4. Te Debo un Baile

5. M'Agradaria Ser un Lemur

6. Que Tinguem Sort

Selling Points:

- Fourth reference of The New Raemon in only

two years, after the LP "A propósito de

Garfunkel" (BCore, 08), the 10-inch EP "La

invasión de los Ultracuerpos" (BCore, 08) and

the LP "La dimensión desconocida" (BCore, 09).

- Contains three covers: "Te debo un baile" by

Nueva Vulcano, "M'agradaria ser un lemur" by

Estanislau Verdet and "Que tinguem sort" by

Lluís Llach, besides three new own tracks.

- Illustration is still by Martin Romero, and the

band is still formed by Ricky Lavado and Ricky

Falkner of Standstill, Pablo Garrido of Sanpedro

and Marc Prats of Madee. Also collaborations by

producer Santi Garcia and by Victor Garcia

(drummer of The Unfinished Sympathy and

Jeremy Enigk), and a duet of violins.
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